BRIEF CONTENTS OF MY BOOKS
WONDERFUL JOURNEYS OF RONO RABBIT
ČUDOVITA POTOVANJA ZAJCA RONA
This fantasy novel consists of four books entitled:
South, East, North, and West. They are intended
for children aged 8 to 12 years.
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Five heroes, Rono Rabbit, Majolika Shebear,
Rudi Wolf, Niska Fairy, and Azbai Dragon
involuntarily fall into a difficult situation. The
wicked witch Pehtrunia has kidnapped the closest friends of our heroes and imprisoned them
in her deep gold and diamond mines.The five
friends decide to liberate the prisoners. The trail
leads them in all four directions of Miracleland.
On their journey through this land they meet
many beings and tribes, discover the incredible
diversity of nature and travel through strange
landscapes. They find magical items that help
them to defeat the witch in the end. The moral of
this story is that we can only succeed when we
unite our forces together.
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RHEIA
SPACESHIP RHEIA
Science fiction novel for young people aged 15
years and older.
The earth is overpopulated and being
destroyed by a rampant technological civilization
that wants to ban all "dissidence". Convicts were
deported to the prison moon of Jupiter, Europa.
One day two biologists meet there and together
create a living spaceship and name her Rheia.The
leader of the penal colony is dictator Klopedcky.
He wants to conquer the Earth. He forms an alliance with the black powers of Poseidonia, an
undersea town on Earth. But the real leader of
the conspiring forces is Aleks Karmik, a close
friend of both biologists. Everyone wants to use
Rhea as their most powerful weapon.
But Rhea defends herself and flees. She wanders alone around the solar
system. One day she meets Andrej Brodnik, who is a falling asteroid minor. She places him inside herself on the deck. They become a symbiotic organism. Rhea cures
him of his addictions and repairs his genetic defects. Andrej thanks her with his life
experiences, healthy human curiosity and boldness. Together they are practically
invincible. But if they really want to be free, they must face and fight Aleks Karmik
and the military forces of the Earth..

FAIRY TOWN VILINDAR
VILINDAR
Fairy-tale epic poetry for children and adults.
The book consists of two parts. The first part
includes a brief introduction to Slovenian
mythology. Here mythological plants, objects,
and beings are also introduced, as well as their
role and influence on humans' fate. The second
part is an epic poem, consisting of ninety songs.
Once there lived a blacksmith named Maladon who could forge the most beautiful things
from iron. One day he decided to go in search of
the abandoned elven city of Vilindar. He forged a
magical sword and went in search of the
mythical city. Actually, he wanted to travel alone,
but Doreja, his mistress, secretly followed him.
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To find Villindar, Maladon must go through the Black Forest, where dark creatures
of the Underworld live. One of these beings is the black elven Mrakijena. She wants
to hurt Kresnik, the good god of Heaven and protector of people. Because she can
not directly hurt him, she directs her hatred towards Maladon. She directs three
plagues upon him: the White Serpent Queen, the demon Potoglav, the master of the
Underworld, and the malicious beings of storm, rain,
and hail. Doreja secretly helps Maladon at her own risk,
and therefore beware him before death.
The wicked witch decides to take everything in her
own hands. She wants to stab Maladon with a poisoned
dagger. But Doreja steps inbetween them and intercepts
the dagger with her body and dies. Mrakijena, compelled
to managed the campaign of revenge, discloses herself
during their joy. At that moment she is immediately noticed by Kresnik, and Noreja the goddess of the Earth,
Fertility, and Life. Kresnik turns the black fairy into a pillar
of salt. Noreja admired the dedication and love that Doreja
cherished for her lover, so she gave her new life.

SVETODREV, THE FIRST LEGEND FROM TOKARA FOREST
SVETODREV
Fantasy novel for young people aged 18 years, but also for older ones.
Khazan from the island of Jolkos arrives by
air glider on the island of Tokarena to participate
in the sacred games Sweetpassion under Svetodrev. At this tournament the best male, female,
and protectors of the lizard-like three gender
creatures of planet Drakar, compete. The best
may praise the elders in the temple in sight of
the crown of Svetodrev, the biggest tree on the
planet. They must father the egg, like the elders
once did, from whom are decended every living
being on planet. Of course, Khazan wins the tournament. He also meet friends who will help him
to fullfill his promise.
The uncle of Khazan, Ajarene, takes over the
sovereignity of the island of Jolkos, by force He
also marries the mother of Khazan and Murnija,
to gain his royal position. The young prince is
mocked by his uncle and everyone else at the
court. Khazan say that he will fly behind trade
winds to the legendary land of Marchis and bring from there the white skin of the
scarey lizardbear. Ajarene promises to give him his throne back if he fulfills his promise. Until now no one had returned from this country on the other side of the trade winds, and so far no one had managed to overcome them. Actually there is nothing on the other side of the trade winds.
Allegedly.
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